
   
Articles on stance and boot canting and ramp angles 
 

Lange ski boot diagram 
 
Lange's unique ‘NATURAL STANCE’ compliments modern ski designs, offering a lower ramp angle (4⁰) and 
more neutral, upright stance to increase balance and control for more efficient power transfer and less quad 
fatigue. 

• A & C show the available cuff cant adjustment. 

• B shows the fore and aft flex in the cuff. 

• D shows the interior footbed angle relative to the base of the boot.  
 

 

 



   
 
Fore/aft Balance in Snow Skiing - Finding the sweet spot over your ski centre 

Written by Mike Tambling and Bob Barnes 
https://www.southernski.com/bootfitting-tips.html 
 
 
Being off balance to the rear can occur in many skiers, caused by several different possibilities, the boot 
board angle relative to the skier’s ability to flex at the ankle, the forward lean angle relative to the skier’s calf 
circumference or and by delta angle in the binding interface especially when involved with shorter sole 
boots. 
  
The skier’s leg shape or the boot set up or a combination of all of these can cause the problem. 
  
In this article we will deal with the example of often over looked effects caused by larger calf muscles. 
  
In order to have a base dimension to start from we have settled on measuring the circumference of the 
skiers leg as it exits the top of the boot liner and then comparing the torso position as you increase the skiers 
leg dimension 
  
Most current model boots have a 14 degree forward lean (Entry level designs often have greater forward 
lean angle) with no way to move the cuff rearward, consigning skiers with more than 14” in circumference 
calf muscles to ski the rear of the ski, out of balance.  If you combine a larger calf with a longer Tibia the 
problem can become even more severe. 
  
A 13” to 14”circumference calf muscle will position the skier with his center of mass (COM) over the center 
of the ski in many of the current crop of boots available on the market today 
  
Fore/Aft balance will be affected by each increase in calf circumference at the top of the boots cuff.  
Circumference, divided by Pi (3.14) indicates that for each increase of one inch in circumference, the Tibia 
and by extension the Knee position will be pushed forward by about a third of an inch. 
  
13.0 inches divided by 3.14 = 4.14 inches 
  
14.0 inches divided by 3.14 = 4.45 inches 
  
                      Subtract         =   .32 of an inch difference (about a third of an inch) 
  
As the knee is pushed forward the skier will be forced to sit back a little in order to bring his center of mass 
over the center of the ski.  This will cause overuse of the quadriceps muscles and premature overall fatigue.  
This ”torso to far behind the knee” (sitting back) position will cause G-loads to sink the skier’s body 
downward in each turn.  In most cases this will cause the tail of the uphill ski to hookup on it’s uphill edge at 
the end of each turn, the skier will have to step his uphill ski at the end of each turn, this gets hairy as the 
terrain gets steeper. 
  
An easy test to check a skier’s position is to have the them push down and forward on the tongue of the 
boot then slowly move the knee to a more upright position until the heel starts to bear a little more weight, 
at that position the calf muscle should not be pushing on the back of the cuff. (You should be able to load 
the heel somewhat without pushing the back of the boot).  As calf circumference increases, it is necessary to 
bend the upper shell of the boot cuff rearward to allow the skier to attain the correct position. 
 

https://www.southernski.com/bootfitting-tips.html


   
 
  
Check out our "Dual Cuff Stretcher" from our Southern Ski Tools section 
By the way if you have a calf muscle smaller than 12.5 inches in a 14-degree boot you may have very similar 
problems as the above described skier.  Because the up hill leg will be in too upright a position at the end of 
each turn (standing on your heel), this person would only require the addition of the proper thickness spoiler 
between their shell and liner to get their torso into a balanced position. 
 
 
 
I recently located this blog response made by Bob Barnes on the Barking Bear Forum, in it he comments 
about the things that will affect fore/aft balance 
  
http://forums.epicski.com/showthread.php?t=68624 
  
I have copied it here because he expresses his thoughts so clearly and they agree with the emphasis of our 
article.  He is absolutely right about the many variables involved in fore/aft balance.  We have made “leg and 
calf shape”, “bold” because it is the anatomical variable we are working with, brought into the equation by 
the skier and not a part of his gear. 
  
“Forward lean--which is influenced by boot cuff alignment, boot design and fit, footbed design, internal 
ramp angle and heel lifts, external ramp angle (boot sole angle), delta angle (the effect of bindings), leg and 
calf shape, and ankle range of motion--affects ankle and foot function, fore-aft balance, range of flexion-
extension, and the ability to tip and steer skis. While there is some room for personal preference, optimizing 
fore-aft boot setup is absolutely critical if you want to perform your best. 
  
And there is no substitute here for a top-tier boot fitter who can decipher all the variables I mentioned 
above and come up with the best individual solution specifically for you. Unfortunately, very few skiers will 
probably want to invest the time and money required for a truly customized setup with a skilled boot fitter. 
But without it, your skiing will at best be marked by compensation for sub-optimal setup, which will 
handicap your movements and limit your performance. 
  
That said, you can exert forward leverage on your skis (if you need to--another discussion!) with even a poor 
fore-aft setup. It's not whether you can do it--it's how awkwardly and inefficiently you have to move to 
compensate for your setup. Perhaps the biggest effect is your ability to balance fore-aft through only a 
limited range of flexion-extension (short-tall). I've posted this diagram before, but here's a simplified look at 
this effect: 
 

http://forums.epicski.com/showthread.php?t=68624


   

 
 
 
The first column shows a skier with A1) optimal setup, B1) boots too upright, and C1) too much forward lean. 
All three skiers are balanced over the middle of their feet (note the dotted line through their center of mass), 
but skiers B1 and C1 must adopt less-than-functional stances to compensate for their boot setup. The 
second and third columns show how skier B cannot flex deeply without falling over backward (B3), while 
skier C cannot extend fully without falling foward (C2). Only skier A can flex and extend through his full range 
without losing balance. 
  
Of course, none of this matters much if your boots don't fit snugly, or if they are very soft. But stiff, snug, 
high-performance boots are worse than useless if they are not set up properly. 
  
But again, this illustration shows only one aspect of fore-aft alignment. Boots must also adapt and 
compensate for optimal foot and ankle function. Many skiers lack sufficient range of ankle flexion 
("dorsiflexion") to even fit into a boot with a lot of forward lean and attempting to do so can cause excessive 
pronation (collapsing arch), which affects edging movements and knee function, not to mention pain and 
foot problems. 
  
I'm not trying to scare anyone away from this topic. But I'd love to convince everyone to find a good boot 
fitter. Your skiing will thank you!" 
  
Happy skiing 
 



   
 

Stance Balancing (For, Aft and Canting) 

By: Mike Tambling 
https://www.southernski.com/bootfitting-tips.html 
 
A lot has been said over the past couple of years about skier stance. There is no one certain method or 
combination of things that works for everyone. I attended a course on boot fitting which showed one way of 
balancing a skier, the next year I went to the same course again and the instructors had developed a new 
method that pointed out how the first way didn't work for everyone. 
 
Primarily it comes down to angles: 

• Boot board angle 

• Binding heel to toe height 

• Quadriceps tendon (women only) 

• Canting 

• Boot fitters angle 
 
 1. Boot board angle is an important factor in the overall scheme of things. It changes with manufacturers 
and can affect your for-aft balance to a great degree. By the way, the boot board is what you stand on in the 
bottom of the boot, (it's under the lining). A greater board angle will push your knee forward, on some 
people this will move the upper body forward, on others it will cause them to lower their hips more. Heel 
lifts will give the same effect, try them and observe how they change your skiing. If you feel like you can't get 
your heels down in the boot or your thighs start to burn prematurely you haven't got it right. When you get 
it right, you'll be standing over the center (sweet spot) of the ski. If we move the upper body too far forward 
the skis will become "hooky" and seem to over turn. If we move it too far back you'll have a hard time ending 
your last turn and starting the next. 
 
Big calf muscles can have a similar effect on stance and should be taken into account. The bigger the muscle 
the further the knee is pushed forward. We may need to adjust the forward lean angle of the boot or in 
some cases stretch the back of the cuff of the boot. 
 
2. Binding heel to toe height can have a similar effect as the boot board but the angle change is affected by 
the length of the boot sole, a longer boot will ramp downward toward the toe at a lesser degree than a short 
one. All bindings are not equal, most brands have some angle between the heel and toe, and one brand has 
none so pay attention to this often overlooked detail. 
 
 3. Here we go, one of those gender things. Because nature made adjustment for childbirth a women's pelvis 
is wider than a mans. The wider the pelvis the further the femurs are apart. Since the QUADRICEPS attach to 
the pelvis at the same place as in a male the knees are pulled inward causing a knock-kneed situation. In 
boot fitting this is referred to as the "Q-angle" and can effect the skiers knee position over the ski, and take 
the fun out of skiing. This can be addressed through canting the bindings or some times with the cuff 
adjustment on the boot, if it has one. 
 
4. Most boot manufacturers have applied the term "canting" to the cuff adjustment of the boot, but this is a 
misuse of the term. True canting takes place under the boot sole and can be used two ways, either to correct 
the knee position of the skier or to fill in under the binding in order to get the ski flat on the snow. For most 
people we can align the knee by tilting the boot so that the knee center aligns over the second toe. On some 
extremely bowlegged skiers this cannot be done and the only thing left to us is to take the ski to a flat 
position. 
 

https://www.southernski.com/bootfitting-tips.html


   
ALL OF THE ABOVE INFORMATION IS USELESS UNLESS A GOOD FOUNDATION IS PROVIDED UNDER THE 
FOOT, IN THE FORM OF A CUSTOM FOOTBED. 
 
5. Anyone can hang out a boot fitter shingle and charge you to fiddle with your boots. What's their "ANGLE", 
look for a fitter with credentials, pay attention to the terms he uses and the feel you have about him. Look 
for a boot fitter the way you would search for a heart surgeon if you needed one. 
 

 
How to really set up your bindings for speed and stability 
https://skiracing.com/top-rotator/make-the-most-of-your-mount/ 
 
If you’ve been following Backshop this season, you’ve learned how to prep your new skis and boots. Now it’s 
time to set up your bindings. 
At first glance, the binding’s a simple link that holds the boot to the ski. But for ski racers hitting high speeds, 
it becomes more complicated — we want that binding to hold us to the ski at all times unless we fall, and 
then we expect the binding to release. So it has to absorb all of the forces generated by speed and gravity, 
and has to let go when these forces become too great. 
Meanwhile, modern plates and assorted shims underneath the binding now provided increased leverage 
over the ski edge, and the ability to fine tune the fore-aft balance. 
So it’s critical that you follow the right steps in setting up your bindings for the season. Read these tips 
before watching the video at the end. 
 
Getting Started 
Lay out all of the binding pieces and screws and plates before you begin the mount. 
The must-have tools include, but are not limited to: 

• Tape measure 

• Centre punch 

• No..3 Posidrive screwdriver 

• White carpenters glue 

• Callipers (in millimetres) 
 

https://skiracing.com/top-rotator/make-the-most-of-your-mount/


   

 
 
 
Critical Steps for Success 
 
My Coach Told Me to Get High - OK, now what’s up with binding lifts? 
Well, adding lifts between the ski and the binding does several things. 
First, you need to meet the FIS guidelines for U16s and U19s of 50 mm as the maximum height that the 
bottom of the boot can be off the snow. It also creates more leverage and power on the edge of the ski, 
along with bigger angles by getting more clearance of the boot lower from the snow. 
But binding lifts also get the ramp angle between the toe and the heel in the optimum position. For U16 and 
FIS athletes, fine-tuning this angle give your skiing a boost. (Younger skiers need not worry about this yet.) 
The tricky part is finding the right ramp angle, because it varies from 0 mm to 3 mm. A small percentage of 
racers fall outside this range, but about 80 percent will be comfortable and powerful with a ramp angle 
between 0 and 3 mm. 
Most of the ski and binding suppliers include the plastic lifts and the proper screws to match the changes — 
remember that regardless of the ramp angle that you decide to use, the height of either the toe or the 
heelpiece must remain below 50 mm. 
 
 
 



   

 
 

 
 



   
 
The Most Common Mounting Mistakes 
 

• The binding screws are too long, penetrating into the plate or ski more than 8mm 

• The binding screws are too short, penetrating into the plate or ski less than 8mm 

• The incorrect screw is used based on the shape and style of the screw head 

• Life plates are removed and the screws are nor exchanged for shorter ones 

• The screws are not tightened enough to seat the head into the binding 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



   
 
The Most Common Adjusting Mistakes 

• Incorrect forward pressure, either too much or too little 

• Increasing the din pressure too much for race day 

• Forgetting to reduce the din pressure after a race day when switching back to training 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Skier alignment 
https://www.solutions4feet.com/services/skier-alignment 
 
We offer a comprehensive alignment service  
The foundation of any balance and alignment service is the quality of the footbed used. At Solutions 4 Feet 
we use Superfeet, Sidas or Instaprint custom product as our foundation, selecting the most appropriate 
product for your body and your boots. 
We utilize different methods of assessment and alignment implementation to offer the best all round effects 
for the individual. 
 
Cuff adjustment: this is not canting, but the alignment of the cuff of the boot to match the curvature of the 
lower leg of the skier, for many people this, combined with a well made custom footbed is all that is needed, 
for this reason we check and set the cuff on every boot fit we perform. 
 

https://www.solutions4feet.com/services/skier-alignment


   
External canting: this is true canting, adjusting the angle of the boot sole to either bring the skiers knees in or 
out to gain a true stance or by allowing the skier with extreme pathologies to ride on a flat ski.  External 
canting can be achieved in a few ways either by boot sole milling, using intra boot shims or installing under 
binding cant strips. 
 
In order to establish what angles are required we have to perform an in-depth assessment.  We always test 
using 2 methods, the centre of knee mass is determined whilst the skier is in their neutral stance. Using a 
square or a plumb bob we can track the position of the knee mass over the boot and determine if the boot 
needs to be canted inwards or outwards.  This provides a static assessment which, whilst accurate to a 
degree, needs to be backed up with a dynamic test to simulate being on snow. 
 
 
Next we retest in the same stance but using an unstable device which we helped Atomic to develop; this 
simulates the skier being on a fluid surface as they are when skiing, from this section of the assessment we 
can determine if there is suitable range of motion in the knee and hip joints to allow the boot to be canted 
for stance or whether we should “fill the gaps” and settle for allowing the skier to stand on a flat ski...this is 
different for every individual and the main reason we do this second test.  After we have obtained the 
readings for the adjustments needed, we need to look at the different ways which we can cant the boot, 
these depend on A) The boot and B) the ski being used. 
The preferred method is boot sole milling, which is to plane the soles of the boot to the required angles, 
then add a protective plate to the boot prior to routing the toe and heel back to fit into the binding correctly. 
This can only be done on solid soled boots. At Solutions 4 Feet we have one of only 2 ski boot sole mills in 
the UK, this machine has been manufactured in Austria and is capable of milling boots to within 0.25 degrees 
accuracy.  Our router set up is again one of only 3 designed specifically for the job in the UK.  There are now 
a number of boots available where  INTRA-boot cant plates are available, (these are shims inserted between 
the shell of the boot and the replaceable sole pad), we can offer this service using manufacturers own parts 
if available,  or a third party supplier (cantology)  
In addition to all this lateral balance adjustment we also look at fore / aft balance. This is often as, if not 
more, important as the lateral set up. Changes to ramp angle, cuff angle and binding delta can all contribute 
to giving you the very best equipment set up.  
 

 
 
 



   

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
The very best internal boot balance system 
SBS [shim balance system] is an internal boot balance system. The assessment determines dynamic balance 
points and shims are added inside the boot to create the best position for the foot. The upper cuff of the 
boot is then adjusted to optimum set up for the lower leg. (This service is carried out by Alpine McCannix so 
is only available on selected dates.) At certain times of the year we may be able to arrange on-snow 
evaluation sessions with Andi McCann from Alpine McCannix; Andi is an ISTD ski instructor and BASI Trainer. 
He has several years alignment evaluation experience and can look at what changes to your kit or technique 
may affect your performance.  
 


